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Our Story...
Over the decades, we’ve seen an amazing transformation in the world of motorcycles and
ATVs. The progression of the technology is one of the challenges that keeps us going.
FMF was there in the days when the singleshock and watercooled engines were huge
innovations and we’re glad to be here now for the aluminum chassis and electronic fuel
injection. Our goal will never change – take the most advanced machinery to its limit by
building the world’s best performing exhausts. And its a fact, we build every exhaust by
hand from start to finish right here in the U.S.
At the end of the day, there is always one major force keeping us motivated–throwing a leg
over the bike and heading for the trails or the track. The biggest reward for us is knowing
we’re helping our customers get the most out of their riding experience. We still ride every
chance we get so we never forget why we got into this business in the first place.

COMMITED TO VICTORY

POWERING THE WORLD

This birds eye view is just one small corner of FMF’s factory. From
starting in a 600 square foot garage to running a 100,000 square foot
factory, Don Emler has always believed in building everything in-house.

ANODIZED CARBON END CAP
(dual full system shown)

FACTORY 4.1 RCT
The Factory 4.1 RCT incorporates the latest in FMF Resonance Chamber Technology™
both internally and externally. In addition, we achieve a shorter overall length that is less
susceptible to crash damage and complementary to our Factory Forward Engineering
- moving the muffler closer to the motor to centralize mass. The Factory 4.1 RCT is
constructed from only aerospace grade materials that meet our exacting specifications and
is manufactured 100% at our Southern California factory.

• Massive Power gains throughout the RPM range
• Huge weight savings

SLIP-ONS

From $629.95

• New RTS (Rapid Tuning System)
• Advanced engineering and patented design
• Meets AMA/FIM 94dB sound requirement
• Spark arrestor available for purchase
• Available in natural titanium or blue anodized finish
• Use with FMF or stock header
• Easily serviced for repacking
• FMF uses the highest quality proprietary blend of alloy
grade titanium made especially to our standards

FULL SYSTEM
From $???.95

ANODIZED TITANIUM

STAINLESS CARBON END CAP
94db QUIETCORE INSERT

Included with all Factory 4.1 exhausts

STAINLESS
WASH PLUG

Included with all Factory 4.1 exhausts

SPARK ARRESTOR INSERT
Included with all Q4 exhausts

Q4
FMF is the leader in high performance quiet technology and our Q4 is the next evolution
in off road exhaust. With patents pending, this is one of our most technically advanced
products. The Q4 employs intricate chambers, baffles and proprietary multistage packing
material making it the best performing quiet muffler available. With the Q4, you don’t need
to hear the power, just FEEL THE POWER!

• Developed over years of championship off-road racing
• Max sound output 96dB; most models below 93dB
• Kilos lighter than stock
• Constructed from aircraft grade aluminum and high
strength stainless steel
• Use with FMF or stock header
• Comes standard with spark arrestor
• Easily serviced for repacking

SLIP-ON

From $629.95

SPARK ARRESTOR INSERT

Included with all Powercore 4 exhausts

POWERCORE 4
Completely redeveloped, THE POWERCORE 4 now features many of the design and
engineering features of our top-of-the-line FACTORY 4.1 exhaust - Factory Forward
engineering, durable fixed mount, sleek formed endcaps and removable spark arrestor
screen.
Although manufactured as a price point muffler, we didn’t cut corners on material. We utilize
aircraft grade aluminum for the canister and new fixed mount. High strength stainless steel
is used for the formed front and rear endcaps as well as the mandrel bent midpipe.

• Overall increase in power and torque
• Advanced packing material for maximum longevity
• Completely redesigned for all late model applications
• Aluminum performance muffler with durable stainless steel components
• 98dB sound level with 94dB insert available for purchase
• Use with FMF or stock header
• Removable spark arrestor included
• Easily serviced for repacking

SLIP-ON

From $529.95

MEGABOMB
The science behind the MEGABOMB HEADER may be our greatest engineering
accomplishment to date. You can pay an engine builder thousands or bolt on a MEGABOMB
for as much as a 3hp boost. Plus, the MEGABOMB actually reduces noise levels by as much
as 1.5dB.
The MEGABOMB header may be the best kept holeshot secret. Used by Factory Teams, the
MEGABOMB is next level technology you can have today. Simply bolt it on and go faster.

• Increases output from stock motor as
much as 15%
• Produces long header torque and short
header over-rev
• Reduces sound output as much as 1.5dB
• Made from premium American TiMetal®
material
• Patented design

SS

From $459.95

Ti

From $569.95

POWERBOMB
THE POWERBOMB HEADER increases horsepower as much as 10% due to it’s patented
design. The ducted core allows the exhaust gases to exit into the Bomb chamber, expand,
cool and ramp back up at a higher velocity resulting in increased flow. As an added benefit,
the POWERBOMB acts as a ‘pre-muffler’ to lower the sound output.
Don’t be fooled by knock-offs. The POWERBOMB header is proven technology and only
available from FMF Racing.

• Up to 10% horsepower gain
• Patented technology
• Pre-muffler lowers sound output as
much as 1.5dB
• The most copied header in the world

SS

From $339.95

2-strokes are easy to work on, inexpensive to own and a blast to ride. That’s why
we still build a full line of top quality exhaust systems for 2-strokes. If you want to
feel the power from the world’s best 2-stroke performance exhaust system then
think fast, think FMF and enjoy the wonders of a 2-stroke today.

FACTORY FATTY
THE FACTORY FATTY was once only available to Factory Race Teams. This pipe is based
on the world famous FATTY but constructed from a thinner gauge metal with hand pounded
seams – materials and techniques that make a true “Works” pipe. The FACTORY FATTY is
renowned for its thick and linear powerband - always with power on demand.

• Hand pounded seams for superior flow
• Lighter gauge metal for that Factory sound
• Broader, smoother powerband
• More tractable power, better throttle control
• Unplated 20 gauge header and 19 gauge body for a true Factory pipe
• Includes O-rings

FACTORY

From $399.95

FATTY
THE FATTY GOLD SERIES pipe is the cornerstone of FMF’s history. With over 35 years of
racing experience behind it, the FMF FATTY is the industry benchmark. Our philosophy
is simple - give you more power. More at the crack of the throttle, more in the meaty part
of the powerband and more over the top. FMF was also the first to introduce a nickel
plated finish that would not rust. The FATTY is a symbol of FMF’s heritage and dedication
to performance.

• The most copied pipe in the world
• Broader, smoother powerband
• More tractable power, better throttle
control
• 19 gauge carbon steel, durable nickel
plated finish
• Includes O–rings

FATTY

From $399.95

GNARLY
Constructed from thick 18 gauge steel, THE GNARLY was made specifically for those
who ride in the roughest terrain and require the strongest, most reliable equipment. The
performance of the GNARLY is focused toward a strong low-end with meaty midrange to
provide the torque and tractability of a 4-stroke but still maintain the responsiveness of a
2-stroke. The GNARLY is the preferred pipe for our top Enduro and GNCC riders where
abrupt power and rugged durability are a must.

• Stronger bottom end pull, thicker midrange
• The preferred pipe of Enduro and GNCC
riders
• Rugged 18 gauge carbon steel, durable
nickel plated finish
• Includes O-rings

GNARLY

From $399.95

STAINLESS

ANODIZED TITANIUM

POWERCORE 2.1
All new from the ground up, the FMF Powercore 2.1 silencer is built to provide excellent
power for today’s tracks. A smooth power curve throughout the RPM range keeps your
2-stroke motocross bike in the meat of the power!
A large diameter canister is designed for more tenability and longer lasting packing life, so
you can go longer in-between silencer service. Designed to compliment the performance of
FMF Racing’s 2-stroke pipes, the Powercore 2.1 Silencer is race ready out of the box!

• Built for today’s tracks and to provide excellent power
• Smooth power curve throughout the RPM range
• Large Diameter canister for more tenability and longer lasting packing life
• Delivers a crisp, notable factory sound
• Aprox. 1.5 lighter than stock
• Optimally designed to compliment the performance of FMF pipes (works and fits stock)
• Comes in Aluminum or Titanium versions

SS

From $339.95

Ti

From $639.95

POWERCORE 2
THE POWERCORE 2 is the benchmark of performance silencers. With its extruded aluminum
canister, integrated mounts, formed stainless steel endcaps, mandrel bent stainless steel
stinger and Hi-Flo engineering, the POWERCORE 2 looks and functions like a true Factory
exhaust.

• Factory performance
• Hi-Flo technology
• Unbeatable durability
• Easily serviced for repacking

P2

From $219.95

SHORTY
THE SHORTY is a refined version of the POWERCORE 2 focused to deliver a more immediate
burst of power in the low to mid RPM range with slightly less over-rev than a longer silencer.
The SHORTY has the Factory look and sound plus the explosive hit when the throttle is
cracked.

• Improves throttle response, quicker revs
• Factory performance
• Hi-Flo technology
• Easily serviced for repacking

SHORTY

From $219.95

Q-STEALTH
FMF has made it clear that we love 2-strokes, and we’re backing it up by adding an all-new
muffler design to our line-up. Don Emler headed up the Q-Stealth personally, because he
loves to ride 2-strokes and is dedicated to reducing noise levels. The Q-Stealth is living
proof FMF is the only exhaust company committed to bringing new technology to the
2-stroke enthusiast.

• Q technology maximized
• Quiet on the trail as well as on the sound meter
• No power loss!
• More packing volume-longer time between re-packs
• USFS approved spark arrestor
• AMA and FIM enduro legal

QS

From $309.95

WASH PLUG (with streamer)
*Dealer quantity packs available
4T / 6105751 2T / 6107509
$14.95

4-Stroke Swivel Spring Kit
$19 .95

Pipe Spring & O-Ring Kit
$19 .95

EXHAUST SPRING PULLER TOOL
*Dealer quantity packs available
6105749
$19 .95

2-STROKE/4-STROKE MUFFLER PACKING
• 2-Stroke Standard Muffler Packing / 6105747
• 4-Stroke Standard Muffler Packing / 6105748
$19 .95

• 2-Stroke Performance Muffler Packing / 6105754
• 4-Stroke Performance Muffler Packing / 6105755
$24.95

